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Abstract
The goal of the present study is to identify autism using machine
learning techniques and resting-state brain imaging data, leveraging the
temporal variability of the functional connections (FC) as the only information. We estimated and compared the FC variability across brain regions
between typical, healthy subjects and autistic population by analyzing
brain imaging data from a world-wide multi-site database known as ABIDE
(Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange). Our analysis revealed that patients diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) show increased
FC variability in several brain regions that are associated with low FC
variability in the typical brain. We then used the enhanced FC variability
of brain regions as features for training machine learning models for ASD
classification and achieved 65% accuracy in identification of ASD versus
control subjects within the dataset. We also used node strength estimated
from number of functional connections per node averaged over the whole
scan as features for ASD classification.The results reveal that the dynamic
FC measures outperform or are comparable with the static FC measures
in predicting ASD.
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Introduction

There is an increased interest in the dynamics of brain functional connectivity,
as measured via temporal variability within the resting-state fMRI (rsfMRI) and
task-fMRI BOLD signal, and its aberrations in brain disorders[?]. Frequently,
a sliding-window technique is used, in which functional connections (FC) are
estimated within each temporal window lasting on the order of tens of seconds.
Novel network measures that characterize dynamic behaviour of individual brain
regions have been introduced recently. Node flexibility[?, ?, ?], which represents
the number of times a given brain region (node) switches its functional module
assignment from one window to another, has been shown to play a role in learning
in a task fMRI paradigm[?]. Another conceptually simpler measure is node
variability[?], which quantifies the dynamic reconfiguration of the functional
connectivity profile of a given node. Characteristic changes in variability have
been described in a number of brain disorders, including schizophrenia[?] and
autism spectrum disorders (ASD)[?, ?]. However, to what extent the temporal
variability of brain regions observed within rsfMRI can be used for neurodevelopmental disorder prediction is not extensively studied.
In this study, we examine the node variability changes in the autistic brain
with respect to the typical brain. We further use node variability as features
to train machine learning (ML) models for autism identification within a worldwide, large, multi-site functional MRI dataset that consists of both autistic and
typical subjects and was collected during resting-state. Our results reveal that
supervised machine learning models trained on node variability yield up to 65%
accuracy in ASD classification. Furthermore, we show that equivalent or slightly
better prediction accuracy can be obtained by carefully choosing a subset of
nodes as features. Finally, node variability yields better or comparable accuracy,
when compared to static FC measures, such as node strength, revealing the
significance of dynamic FC measures for brain disorder prediction.
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Methods

The dataset analyzed in the study is the Autism Brain Imaging Data Exchange
(ABIDE)[?], a large, publicly available dataset of rsfMRI acquisitions of subjects
diagnosed with ASD and healthy controls. The pre-processed acquisitions are
available as part of the Pre-processed Connectome Project (http://preprocessedconnectomes-project.org/abide/, C-PAC pipeline). We limited ourselves to
acquisitions with repetition time of 2s (sites NYU, SDSU, UM, USM). This
resulted in a dataset of 147 subjects with ASD and 146 healthy controls. We
extracted rsfMRI time series using a 200-region parcellation CC200[?], estimated
subject-wise time-resolved connectivity matrices with windows lengths ranging
from 10 to 20 volumes (20-40s) and calculated node variability. The number of
subjects and the average mean functional displacement for each site were 119
and 0.0726 for NYU, 94 and 0.0997 for UM, 59 and 0.1097 for USM, and 21 and
0.0696 for SDSU.
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(a) Variability difference for timewindow = 10

(b) Variability difference for timewindow = 20

Figure 1: Brain regions showing changes in variability (p-uncorrected < 0.05)
are shown in red/yellow (increase) or blue (decrease). The mean frame-wise
displacement measure of each subject was regressed out for the group difference
estimation.
The training and testing of machine learning models were performed using
the open source machine learning tool kit - Weka[?]. We defined two different
sets of features while training the model using variability: (1) all 200 nodes and
(2) nodes that show variability <0.9 in typical subjects and experience a positive
group-level difference across the three big sites (NYU, UM, and USM). We also
consider training the classifier using node strengths as the features, for which
the node strength was defined as a sum of weights (correlations) for all positive
connections averaged over the whole fMRI time-series.
We trained the models on these features using Naive Bayes, Random Forest,
Support Vector Machines and Multilayer Perceptron algorithm. For intra-site,
the evaluation of the model was tested using a 5-fold cross-validation scheme.
Two scenario was tested: (1) data from all sites were combined keeping their
original proportion intact, and (2) subjects from each site was proportionately
removed to create a more balanced subset. For inter-site, we employed a leaveone-out-site approach that involved training the classifier on all the sites except
the one left out for testing. To evaluate each classifier, accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity were estimated.
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Results

Figure 1a shows the change in node variability (autistic - typical) across different
brain regions, estimated using two different window lengths (20 and 40s). All
significant changes represent mostly increase in variability (in red)) in the default
and sensorimotor networks within the autistic brain. While the extent of these
differences vary with window length, they were present across all window lengths.
Next, we plotted the node variability difference between two groups as
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Figure 2: Node variability difference and node variability in typical subjects
a function of the node variability of the typical subjects for each site. A
negative correlation is evident for all sites from Figure 2, suggesting that low
variability nodes experience a variability increase in autism. However, the extent
of correlation between variability difference and variability in typical cohort
estimated from Figure 1b appears to be strongly site-dependent (NYU: -0.33;
UM: -0.59; USM: -0.64; SDSU: -0.36).

Table 1: Comparison of support vector machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF),
Naive Bayes (NB), and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) classifiers trained using
5-fold cross-validation on the entire dataset using node variability as features.
Table 1 summarizes the performance of different classifiers on intra-site ASD
prediction. The accuracy achieved by all classifiers is comparable and is around
60%. The sensitivity varies between 60 to 65%. The specificity is 6̃0% for SVM
and MLP, whereas RF and NB produce slightly lower specificity. The standard
deviation is estimated to be around 3̃-4%, as estimated by training and testing
the classifier on different sample sizes. Using a subset of low variability nodes
that experience variability increase in the ASD cohort as features also results in
comparable performance. Furthermore, adding mean frame-wise displacement in
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the feature set did not affect the performance.

Table 2: Comparison of Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF),
Naive Bayes (NB), and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) classifiers trained using
5-fold cross-validation on the entire dataset using node strength as features.
Table 2 suggests that the models trained on node variability perform slightly
better than the models trained on node strength; suggesting the significance
of temporal variability in functional connectome data for brain state/disorder
classification. The accuracy obtained using node strength is similar to those
reported in prior studies, in which static functional connectivity-based features
were used for Autism prediction[?, ?, ?]

Table 3: Performance of MLP classifier in the leave-one-site-out classification
using variability of a subset of nodes as features.
The results on inter-site classification are presented in Table 3. Whereas
the classification accuracy using MLP is 6̃2% for all sites, the specificity and
sensitivity vary across sites, consistent with the results shown in Figure 1b.
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Conclusion

In this study, we used the temporal variability of functional connectivity for
ASD classification in a large, multi-site, resting-state fMRI dataset. Our results
show that machine learning models trained on brain region variability can yield
up to 62% accuracy, which is comparable with classification accuracy obtained
with static connectivity measure such as node strength. In summary, the present
study demonstrates the potential of dynamic functional connectivity measures
in brain disorder classification.
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